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The problem

I Corporate bonds trade at smaller prices - i.e. higher promised
yield - than similar riskless bonds

I This is because of risk of default (default, loss, risk premium
of default risk)

I Liquidity risk - or better illiquidity risk - also contributes to
the spread

I But how do we measure this contribution? Can we
disentangle credit and liquidity?



What we show

I The combination of
I superior data quality of intra-day corporate bond prices using

TRACE data
I natural experiment provided by the onset of the subprime crisis

I help us
I identifying a set of liquidity proxies which contribute to bond

spreads across ratings, across maturity and pre-and post crisis
I defining an equally weighted average of four standardized

liquidity measures which consistently contributes to spreads
across time and rating

I providing new estimates for the liquidity component of
corporate bond spreads

I demonstrating liquidity effects from funding liquidity shocks to
lead underwriters

I defining a liquidity beta for corporate bonds



What we do

I Observe yields and yield spreads quarterly of bonds

I Use detailed TRACE data to compute a collection of liquidity
proxies

I Use detailed firm-level information to control for credit risk

I Perform ’marginal’ regressions introducing one liquidity at a
time controlling for credit

I Extract a principal component of liquidity proxies which is a
robust contributor to spreads

I Define an operational measure of liquidity risk

I Compute the contribution in the more liquid segment of
corporate bonds to spreads across time, ratings and maturity

I Apply the measure to show the effects of funding shocks to
lead underwriters

I Perform robustness checks



Some related papers

Related papers are (among others)

I Chen, Lesmond, and Wei (2007), Longstaff, Mithal, and Neis
(2005), Huang and Huang (2005), Han and Zhou (2008)

I Goldstein, Hotchkiss, and Sirri (2007), Edwards, Harris, and
Piwowar (2007), Bessembinder, Maxwell, and Venkararam
(2006), Green, Hollifield and Schürhoff (2007)

I Ericsson and Renault (2006), Bao, Pan, and Wang (2008),
Acharya and Pedersen (2005)

I Houweling, Mentink and Vorst (2005)

I Mahanti, Nashikkar, Subrahmaniam, Chacko, Malik (2008);
Johnson (2008)



Transaction data from TRACE

I Transaction data from TRACE for the period (including
quarters leading up to) January 1, 2005 - June 30, 2009

I Straight coupon bullet bonds

I No trades smaller than USD100, 000

I Share prices for the issuing firms from CRSP

I Firm accounting figures from Bloomberg



Why we use large trades

I TRACE allows us to measure volumes of trade

I Truncate large trades at USD 5 million for investment grade
and USD 1 million for speculative grade

I We can see very small trades

I We see a pattern of much larger (implied) bid-ask spreads and
very large price differences in intraday trading

I This confirms that factors different from liquidity and credit
are at play for small trades

I We therefore look at trades in excess of USD 100.000



Why we use large trades
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Liquidity proxies

Transaction cost measures

I Roll measure: Roll (1984) find that (under certain
assumptions) an estimate of the effective bid-ask is
2
√
−cov(∆Pi ,∆Pi−1)

I Unique roundtrip costs (URC): If there are 2
(investor-dealer-investor) or 3 (investor-dealer-dealer-investor)
trades with the same trading volume on a given day, they are
(likely) part of a unique roundtrip. URC is the difference
between the highest and lowest price (in percentage of price).



An illustration of URC



Liquidity proxies

The Amihud price impact measure

I The Amihud (2002) measure estimates how much a trade of a
given size moves prices:
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Liquidity proxies

Trading frequency measures

I Turnover: quarterly trading volume
amount outstanding

I Zero-trading days: The percentage number of days a bond
does not trade (Chen, Lesmond, Wei (2007)). We include
both bond ZTDs and firm ZTDs (percentage of days the
issuing firm does not have a bond that is trading).



On measuring zero trading days

Datastream vs TRACE



Liquidity proxies

Liquidity risk measures

I Investors might require extra compensation for holding assets
which are illiquid when asset returns are low

I This suggests adding a beta to our regressions measuring
covariation between illiquidity costs and market returns

I Beta is linear in the standard deviation of illiquidity costs

I We include in our regressions the quarterly standard
deviations of the daily Amihud measure and unique
roundtrip costs.



The liquidity measures - summary stats



Regressions of spreads on single proxies

Control for credit risk

I For each rating class we run separate regressions using
quarterly observations

Spreadit = α + γ Liquidityit + β1 Bond Ageit + β2Amount Issuedit

+ β3 Couponit + β4Time-to-Maturityit + β5 Eq.Volit

+ β6 Operatingit + β7 Leverage + β8 Long Debtit

+ β9,pretax Pretax dummiesit + β1010 y Swapt

+ β11(10y-2y) Swapt + β12forecast dispersionit + εit

I i is bond issue, t is quarter, and Liquidityit contains one of
several liquidity proxies defined below



Which variables matter in marginal regressions?

I Significant in most rating categories pre and post crisis:
I Amihud measure
I Amihud measure risk
I Roundtrip costs (URC)
I URC risk

I The signs are consistent for these proxies

I Significance of other measures is more scattered, and signs
vary



Marginal regressions of spreads on liquidity proxies



Marginal regressions of spreads on liquidity proxies



Principal component analysis of liquidity proxies

I Given the high level of correlation between our main
measures, we choose to extract principal components

I The measures are of course on very different scales, so we
extract PCs from the correlation matrix

I Principal component analysis reveals that PC1 loads mainly
on the four measures

I This is true pre and post crisis - and weights for the four are
almost identical

I PC2 is related to zero trading days, PC3 is mainly turnover



Principal component loadings - before crisis



Principal component loadings - after crisis



Regressing spreads on the PCs

Still controlling for credit

I We now regress spreads on the PCs

I We still control for credit

I PC1 is consistently significant and consistently with positive
sign

I Not true of the others



Regression of spreads on principal components (before)

Credit controls not shown



Regression of spreads on principal components (after)

Credit controls not shown



Our liquidity measure

I The loadings on the PC1 are very close to equal

I The significance of PC1 is robust

I We simply define a liquidity measure which is the equally
weighted combination of these measures

I I.e. Let Lj
it denote the type j liquidity measure of bond i in

quarter t

I j is an index for the Amihud measure, Amihud measure risk,
URC and URC risk

I Normalize by the mean and standard deviation of measure j

across bonds and quarters, i.e. let L̃j
it =

Lj
it−µ

j

σj

I Define λit =
∑4

j=1 L̃j
it

I We do the computations separately for the two regimes



Contribution to spreads from liquidity

I Call our measure λ

I Let λit denote the value of the liquidity measure for bond i at
date t

I Perform the regression for each rating class

spreadR
it = αR + βRλit + credit risk controlsit + εit

I Group bonds according to maturity also

I Within each category (rating, maturity), sort λit according to
size

I Define 5% and 50% quantiles λ5, λ50

I Report βR(λ50 − λ5)

I Bootstrap standard errors



Liquidity spread:

Difference between median and high liquidity level



Liquidity spread:

Difference between median and high liquidity level



Contribution to spreads from liquidity - robustness

I We also try with higher liquidity measure

I Define 5% and 75% quantiles λ5, λ75

I Report βR(λ75 − λ5)

I We try with swap rates instead of treasuries as benchmark
riskless rate

I We perform matched regressions using pairs of bonds from
same issuer with close to equal maturity

I Idea is that credit risk controls can now be replaced by a pair
specific dummy variable



The maturity structure

I We also try to group by rating only (across maturities)

I ...and by maturity only (across ratings)



Maturity effects



Dynamic of key variables

I Note distinct patterns in increase in our four variables

I Remarkable fact: Lower turnover but also fewer bond zero
days after onset

I This can be explained by smaller trade sizes



Dynamics of liquidity proxies



On trading volume and size



Liquidity betas

I Introduction of ’liquidity betas’ as regressors measuring the
extent to which the individual bond’s liquidity varies with
overall bond market liquidity

I We obtain bond-specific betas by regressing the bond specific
measure λi (in quarters where it can be computed) on the
average (weighted by amount outstanding) of all bond specific
measures

I We have to use the entire sample period 2004Q4-2009Q2 to
obtain these estimates, since subdividing into two periods
gives noisy estimates

I We find that before the crisis, this beta does not contribute to
spreads (except for AAA)

I After the crisis, the picture is the opposite and there is a
contribution except for AAA

I Consistent with flight-to-quality



The effect of liquidity betas



Funding liquidity affects market liquidity

I Lead underwriters typically maintain a market-maker role in
secondary market

I Funding liquidity of market-maker may affect ability to provide
liquidity (see for example Brunnemeier and Pedersen (2009))

I We can compare corporate bonds underwritten by distressed
firms with the overall sample and we find a clear effect of
stress to funding liquidity



The effect of lead underwriter
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Liquidity contribution over time

I We can also use our measure to look at the liquidity
contribution to spreads over time

I We show result for investment grade and speculative grade

I Overall conclusion is that the illiquidity premium has returned
to pre-crisis level in the speculative grade segment, but
remains higher in the investment-grade segment



Decomposition over time



Summary of main points

I TRACE data and onset of crisis provide new insights into
liquidity proxies

I Based on a principal component analysis we propose a simple
equally weighted average of four liquidity measures

I This measure consistently (across ratings, in different regimes)
is a significant determinant of credit spreads in corporate
bonds

I Larger liquidity components after the onset of the crisis (both
in levels of component and in regression coefficient response)

I Premiums seem to have returned to pre-crisis levels for
speculative grade but remain higher for investment-grade

I Higher components for lower credit quality, and mostly
increasing with maturity

I Confirm effect of funding liquidity on market liquidity



Supplementary tables



Liquidity spread:

Difference between low (75% quantile) and high liquidity level



Liquidity spread:

Difference between low (75% quantile) and high liquidity level



Using Treasury instead of swap rates as riskless rate



Using Treasury instead of swap rates as riskless rate



Matched regression

I What if we have not measured credit risk correctly?

I We pair bonds from the same firm with similar maturity

I We insist that they have the same regression coefficient on
the liquidity variable but introduce a constant dummy for each
bond

I This will capture any credit risk misspecification

I Due to reduction in data set, we perform this in larger
buckets: investment grade and speculative grade

I λ again consistently significant

I We also perform Durbin-Wu-Hausman test for endogeneity
using bond age as instrument



Robustness control for credit


